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Abstract
It has been long recognized that successful human tutors are capable of adapting instruction to mitigate
barriers (e.g., withdrawal or frustration) to learning during the one-to-one tutoring process. A significant part
of the success of human tutors is based on their perception of student affect (e.g., mood or emotions). To at
least match the capabilities of human tutors, computer-based intelligent tutoring system (ITS) will need to
“perceive” student affect and improve performance by selecting more effective instructional strategies (e.g.,
feedback). To date, ITS have fallen short in realizing this capability. Much of the existing research models the
emotions of virtual characters rather than assessing the affective state of the student. Our goal was to
determine the context and importance of student mood in an adaptable ITS model. To enhance our existing
model, we evaluated procedural reasoning systems used in virtual characters, and reviewed behavioral and
physiological sensing methods and predictive models of affect. Our experiment focused on passive capture of
behaviors (e.g., mouse movement) during training to predict the student‟s mood. The idea of mood as a
constant during training and predictors of performance are also discussed.
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Introduction
The goal of this research was to develop an adaptable ITS conceptual model that includes appropriate inputs to
determine the affective state of the student being tutored. In support of this goal, we surveyed methods to allow an
ITS to classify the affective state (e.g., mood or emotional state) of the student through the passive sensing and
interpretation of correlated student behaviors and their physiological responses during training. We investigated
methods of classifying affect for virtual characters through procedural reasoning systems and adapted these methods
to human students to classify the student‟s affective state. Understanding the student‟s affective state, the ITS can
use that information along with other student data (e.g., knowledge and progress toward goals) to select instructional
strategies (e.g., direction) to optimize learning and performance.
The research discussed below offers perspectives on: one-to-one tutoring; affect and learning; the need for ITS to be
capable of “perceiving” student affect; the design limitations of current ITS; models of affect; and enhanced ITS
models. The main body of our research contains two primary objectives: the review of methods to sense student
behaviors unobtrusively (passively) so as avoid any negative impact on the learning process; and the interpretation of
sensed behaviors to build a predictive model of student affect as a basis for make decisions on the delivery of
instruction.

A Perspective on One-to-One Tutoring
An ongoing goal in the research and development of ITS has been to increase their adaptability to better serve
student needs (Heylen, Nijholt, op den Akker & Vissers, 2003; Hernandez, Noguez, Sucar & Arroyo-Figueroa 2006
and Sottilare, 2009). “The basic tenet of intelligent tutors is that information about the user (e.g., knowledge, skill
level, personality traits, mood level or motivational level) can be used to modify the presentation of information so
that learning proceeds more efficiently.” (Johnson & Taatgen, 2005, p.24).
ITS offer the advantage of one-to-one tutoring where instruction is delivered at a tailored pace based on competency
and progress toward instructional goals. The value of expert, one-to-one, human tutoring vice group tutoring (i.e.
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traditional classroom teaching) has been documented among students who often score 2.0 standard deviations higher
than students in a conventional classroom (Bloom, 1984). Other advantages of one-to-one, human-tutoring over
classroom settings is that students ask approximately 26.0 questions per hour versus less than 0.20 questions per hour
in the classroom setting (Dillon, 1988; Graesser & Person, 1994). This higher rate of interaction provides additional
learning opportunities for weaker students. Stronger students ask fewer questions, but these questions tend to be
“deep-reasoning questions” (Person & Graesser, 2003).
Loftin, Mastaglio & Kenney, 2004 assert that while one-to-one human tutoring is still superior to ITS in general, the
one-to-one human tutoring approach is neither efficient nor cost-effective for training large, geographicallydistributed populations (e.g., military organizations or large multi-national corporations). Given large and potentially
diverse student populations, one goal of our research was to identify methods to improve the adaptability of ITS to
support one-to-one tutoring. We explored methods to increase ITS “perception” of the student‟s affective state and
thereby theoretically increase the potential of the ITS to effectively adapt to a given student during one-to-one,
computer-based instruction.

A Perspective on Affect and Learning
Linnenbrink and Pintrich (2002) identified a connection between affect and learning. They found that many students
experience some confusion when confronted with information that does not fit their current knowledge base, but
those in a generally positive affective state adapted their known concepts to assimilate the new information. Students
in a generally negative state usually reject this new information. This infers the need for tutors (human or otherwise)
to be able to perceive and address the affective state of the students when formulating instructional strategies.
Fundamental to our research is an understanding of affect and how it might be modeled within ITS. Affect includes
personality traits, mood and emotions which vary in duration, influence and cause (Gebhard, 2005). Affect is evident
through student behaviors and physiological changes and may also be measured via self-report surveys. Each method
has limitations. Self-report measures may be biased by the student‟s desire to conform to expectations and may not
accurately reflect their true affective state. Physiological measures can vary from person to person and may be
misinterpreted. Hybrid approaches that use combinations of these measures to confirm affect are considered more
reliable. Being able to accurately predict affect is the first step in using it to select appropriate instruction.
An ITS should choose the content and the method of instruction based on both the student‟s competence and
affective state (e.g., emotions) in the same way “an experienced human tutor manages the emotional state of the
student to motivate him and to improve the learning process” (Hernandez, et al, 2006). Rodrigues, Novais & Santos
(2005) affirmed that an ITS “must be capable of dynamically adapting and monitoring each student”. This highlights
the need for computer-based tutors to be able to perceive student state and use this information in formulating
instruction.

Design Limitations of ITS
Affect has been modeled extensively within ITS (Core, et al, 2006; Heylen, et al, 2003; and Graesser, et al, 2001),
but have generally been used to represent the tutor‟s affect rather than perceiving affect in students. Incorporating
affective perception within ITS is recognized as a key element in the learning process (Bickmore & Picard, 2004;
Burleson & Picard, 2004; Johnson, Rickel and Lester, 2000; and Picard, et al, 2004), but Picard (2006) notes the
design limitations of ITS including their inability to: recognize student affect; respond appropriately to the student
affect; and appropriately express emotion. Picard suggests that the “simplest set” of emotions for an ITS to recognize
are the emotions each of us is born with: pleasure, boredom and frustration. The ability to sense and predict even this
small set of emotions would greatly expand the capability of ITS to adapt instruction to the needs of the student and
optimize learning and performance.
Further expanding the need for ITS to perceive student affect and adapt instruction, Alexander, Sarrafzadeh and Fan,
(2003) argued that “an important factor in the success of human one-to-one tutoring is the tutor‟s ability to identify
and respond to affective cues given by the student”. We also expected that ITS that model affect would be more
effective than equivalent ITS that do not model affect.
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Picard (2006) asserted that “no matter how intelligent a tutor is, it will eventually become annoying if it does not
have emotional intelligence”. Emotional intelligence is defined as “a set of skills hypothesized to contribute to the
accurate appraisal and expression of emotion in oneself and in others, the effective regulation of emotion in self and
others, and the use of feelings to motivate, plan, and achieve in one‟s life” (Salovey & Mayer, 1990). In other words,
ITS that have emotional intelligence are capable of: recognizing the student affect; making the student aware so he
can participate in managing his affective state; providing options (e.g., strategies) for the student to control his
affective state; using emotion to motivate the student to achieve established objectives.
Today‟s ITS provide limited adaptive training capabilities. Sessink, et al (2007) assert that “most traditional learning
material [for ITS] targets the „average student‟, and is suboptimal for students who lack certain prior knowledge, or
students who have already attained some of the course objectives”. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) stated that ITS should
match “adequate challenge with skill in service of Flow, or optimal experience” within the learning system. Failure
to provide adequate challenge could result in boredom or frustration. It is desirable for the ITS to know everything
possible about the student‟s affect to craft a tailored learning experience.

ITS MODELS
We chose to begin with a documented standard ITS model. Beck, Stern and Haugsjaa‟s (1996) Intelligent Tutoring
System Model (shown in Figure 1) illustrates the interactions ITS components including: domain knowledge which
provides basis for course content, a student model which generally contains information about the progress of the
student relative to learning objectives; an expert model which defines the performance of an ideal student; a
pedagogical module which makes decisions on instruction and feedback to the student; and finally, a communication
interface which presents instruction and feedback to the student. Given the goal to expand the student model to
include affect and optimize decisions on instruction, Beck‟s ITS model has some significant limitations including the
inability to sense the student‟s behavior and physiological state.

Figure 1: Beck, Stern and Haugsjaa‟s (1996) Intelligent Tutoring System Model
Based on the current limitations of ITS and the emphasis in the literature on understanding the affective state of the
student in one-to-one tutoring situations, Sottilare (2009) adapted Beck, Stern and Haugsjaa‟s (1996) ITS model as
shown in Figure 2 to include the student‟s affective state and methods to assess affect (e.g., behavioral, physiological
measures). This model enhanced Beck, Stern and Haugsjaa‟s model by adding capabilities to sense behaviors and
physiological data, and transfer this data to the student model to aid in assessing the student‟s affective state; and by
adding a real-time flow of affective state data from the student model to the pedagogical model so the student‟s
affective state can play a part in instructional strategy decisions. Sottilare‟s (2009) model was used as the foundation
for integrating affective classification models based on procedural reasoning systems as discussed below.
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Figure 2: Sottilare‟s (2009) Intelligent Tutoring/Coaching Model

Procedural Reasoning Systems
Like the logic within ITS, procedural reasoning system (PRS) for virtual humans act as intelligent agents which
manage processes (e.g., sensing processes). For this reason, we decided to evaluate the sensing and reasoning
processes of PRS to see if there were any transferrable methods for use in ITS. We evaluated several existing models
used in embodied characters and their evolution in providing more complex interactions within intelligent agents.
We also sought to reuse key elements and adapt these models to support a comprehensive ITS model that includes
affect.

Figure 3: Procedural Reasoning System (Georgeff and Lansky, 1987)
First, we considered the basic procedural reasoning system (PRS) model developed by Georgeff and Lansky (1987).
This model is based on a belief-desire-intention framework as illustrated in Figure 3 and includes the following states
and processes: beliefs state are facts about the world which are perceived to be true; goals/desires state are a set of
needs/wants to be realized; knowledge areas are declarative procedure specifications or sequences; interpreter
process is the analysis of relevant goals/desires, beliefs and a set of relevant knowledge areas to determine intentions;
intentions state is a set of planned actions; action process include actions taken in order to achieve a goal or satisfy a
desire; environment state include any external influencing factors; and finally, the perception process which senses
changes in the environment after actions take place.
Parunak, et al, 2006 enhanced Georgeff and Lansky‟s model with the addition of OCC model of emotions (Ortony,
Clore & Collins, 1988). In this enhanced model, beliefs feed an appraisal process as well as the interpreter. The
appraisal process determines which of the 22 emotions defined in the OCC model to output to the perception and
interpreter processes. Parunak, et al, (2006) expanded the PRS model again with the addition of disposition, “a
parameter that distinguishes the varying susceptibility of different agents to various emotions”. Parunak considered
disposition to be constant over the time horizon of the simulations that they used for experimentation. For our
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purposes, we considered disposition in terms of a student‟s varying susceptibility to various emotions. In this light,
disposition might be influenced by factors like personality, mood or competency in the learning domain in which the
student is engaged.
As noted previously, Linnenbrink and Pintrich (2002) identified a connection between affect and learning. For
instance, a personality factors like openness might influence a student‟s disposition to learning new information.
Competency might influence confidence and thereby dispose a student toward specific emotions like frustration if
the instruction presented is not in line with their competency level. Therefore, an enhanced student model within an
ITS that includes affect along with passive, real-time sensory inputs (e.g., behavioral and physiological measures)
would make that ITS better able to adapt to a student‟s needs. In addition to its effect on perception, note that
changes in emotion might also positively or negatively influence desires and plans in this enhanced student model.
Default values for personality, mood and competency are based on instruments like the Big Five Personality Test, the
Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) for mood (Lang, 1980) and a skills/knowledge pre-test to determine initial
competency. Emotions are assessed probabilistically by frequent appraisals of behaviors and physiological measures.
Competency might also be assessed periodically to determine if the instruction is having the desired effect.
Finally, integrating these concepts with the Intelligent Tutoring/Coaching Model in Figure 2, we see the potential for
a more adaptive ITS model in
Figure 4 that accounts for affect, competency, goals/desires, plans and beliefs to tailor instruction to each student‟s
needs, limitations and abilities. This adaptive ITS model uses real-time behavioral and physiological sensing to allow
the ITS to “perceive” affective state and project changes in beliefs, desires and intentions.

Figure 4: Adaptive ITS with enhanced Student Model

ASSESSING AND MODELING AFFECT
Given the importance we have placed on assessing affect in our adaptive ITS model, the following defines affect and
reviews methods to assess and model affect.
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Contrasting Personality, Mood and Emotions
Personality has long-term affect and reflects individual differences in cognitive and social processes. The Five Factor
Model (FFM) of personality (McCrae & John, 1992) defines personality traits in terms of openness,
conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism; all of which tend to be relatively stable in adult
populations. Personality moderates the speed and degree to which mood and emotions emerge and dissipate.
Moods generally have a moderate duration as opposed to emotions (short duration) and personality (long duration).
Mood has a subtle influence on cognition which may go unnoticed even by human tutors and are of unknown cause
so they may be realized as the cumulative effect of a series of emotional events. According to Morris (1989), mood
has “a great influence on human‟s cognitive functions” and thereby learning. Mood is represented by Mehrabian‟s
(1996) Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance (PAD) model. Mood moderates emotional change and may be influenced by
series of emotional events.
Emotions are a psychological state or process that functions in the management of goals and needs of an individual
(Broekens & Degroot, 2004). Davidson (1994) argued that “emotions bias action, whereas moods bias cognition.”
That infers that emotions may inhibit appropriate actions or cause unintended actions (student behavior), while mood
might affect perception and reasoning (input and processing) by the student during the learning process. Emotions
are represented by Ortony, Clore & Collins‟ (1988) twenty-two emotional states (e.g., joy, pride).

Relationship between Mood and Personality
Mehrabian (1996) defined mathematical relationships between the PAD dimensions and the FFM factors of
personality. We made the assumption that since personality is stable in healthy adults (McCrae and Costa, 1994) and
mood is of moderate duration, that mood may be considered to be stable for training sessions of moderate duration
(30 minutes to one hour). We tested mood for stability in our experiment and discuss the validity of this assumption
in the results section.

Personality Assessment Methods
Again, since personality traits have been determined to be relatively stable in healthy adults (McCrae and Costa,
1994), we assume that a single evaluation is all that is required to assess the FFM traits. The Big Five Personality
Test (John, 2003) is a representative instrument that measures the five FFM dimensions of openness,
conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism on 0-100 scale.

Mood and Emotion Assessment Methods
Mood and emotion assessments tend to fall into one of three categories (self-report instruments, behavioral indicators
and physiological indicators) and may be combined to provide a more accurate assessment of the student‟s affective
state. Lang‟s (1980) Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) is a self-report instrument composed of a nine-point Likert
scale for each mood dimension (pleasure, arousal and dominance). Affective prediction methods include the use of:
behavioral measures (e.g., facial landmark sensing, keystroke and mouse movement detection); physiological
measures (e.g., heart rate inter-beat interval sensing or galvanic skin response); and other student data (e.g.
demographics). Examples of related affective computing research discussed below.
Neji & Ben Ammar (2007) investigated an ITS that included a virtual character and facial sensors. In addition to the
two-way conversational input and output, the tutor inferred the emotional state of the student through a machine
vision system which sensed changes in distances between facial landmarks and classified their expressions as one of
six universal emotional states (joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise) or a neutral expression. The student‟s
emotional state was then used in the ITS to determine which tutoring strategy (e.g., sympathizing or nonsympathizing feedback, motivation, explanation, steering). This study took significant steps toward an adaptable
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tutoring system, but two primary limitations are noteworthy: the cost and portability of the visual system would
likely limit the ability of the ITS to support large, distributed populations; and it failed to assess the connection
between student affect, the selection of instructional strategies and performance.
D‟Mello, Craig , Sullins and Graesser (2006) and D‟Mello and Graesser (2007) used frequent conversation patterns
to predict affect (i.e. confusion, eureka, frustration) when students emote aloud and their ITS provided feedback,
pumps, hints and assertions to influence student‟s progress. They noted significant relationships between tutor
feedback (negative, neutral or positive) and the student‟s affect. Positive feedback by the ITS was a strong positive
predictor of eureka, “a feeling used to express triumph on a discovery” (D'Mello, et al, 2006). The “directness” of the
tutor predicted a negative relationship with confusion. Negative feedback from the tutor was the only significant
predictor of frustration. The primary drawback to this approach was the requirement for students to “emote aloud”
which has some of same drawbacks as other self-report methods and may be incompatible with students with lower
FFM openness scores. Another drawback was the low participant throughput for the experiment based on the labor
intensive nature of the data collection and analysis. Given the variability among students and the associated time to
baseline each student, this method is unsuitable as is for training in large-scale, distributed organizations.
Zimmermann, Guttormsen, Danuser & Gomez (2003) used passive methods to capture computer keystrokes and
mouse movement as indirect indicators of affect. Their method falls short in that it does not determine any
correlation between computer keystrokes or mouse movement and specific affective states (e.g., happy, sad or
frustrated). Their approach also fails to follow up in adapting coaching strategies within tutoring systems to the
student‟s affective state once it is determined.
Yun, Shastri, Pavlidis and Deng (2009) demonstrated passive sensing and interpretation of thermal images to
estimate student stress levels. They altered the difficulty levels of game play for users based on singular input from
StressCam, which monitors heat dissipation through a thermal imaging-based camera and analysis system. Since
stress levels are related with increased blood flow in the forehead and higher blood flow equates to more heat,
StressCam passively and continuously senses and interprets thermal images. No specific affective variables were
predicted in this research and no evidence was provided regarding the use of this technology for determining
instruction. Setup time, system cost and lack of portability may be an issue with this approach.
Whereas many of the machine perception methods reviewed above focus on single data sources (e.g thermal
imaging) to predict affect, others pursued multi-source approaches. McIntyre and Göcke (2007) advocated a
multimodal approach to reduce the uncertainty associated with physiological measurements.
Conati and Maclaren (2004) inferred six emotions (joy-distress, pride-shame, and admiration-reproach) of the
twenty-two emotions defined in the OCC model (Ortony, Clore & Collins, 1988) by assessing their reaction to
meeting/not meeting goals during a computer game. They used a probabilistic model, the dynamic decision network
(DDN), which used: personality traits; interaction patterns; electromyography (EMG) which measures muscle
activity; and skin conductance to indirectly assess student emotions. The drawbacks to this approach are its accuracy
(no significant difference from the baseline accuracy of 50%), and inclusion of only 6 of 22 OCC emotions. It also
lacks a student performance assessment to gauge the effectiveness of the selected instructional strategies. Finally, the
physiological sensing of valence produced false negatives 55% of the time.
Hernandez, Noguez, Sucar & Arroyo-Figueroa (2006) also developed a Bayesian affective student model based on
student personality traits, student knowledge state, student goals and the tutoring situation to infer the same six
emotions. A weakness of this approach is in its performance as a tutor as compared to human tutors. Pedagogical
actions of their model of instruction only agreed with the pedagogical actions of expert human tutors 57% of the
time.
Based on approaches cited in the literature and the adaptive tutoring model discussed above, we decided to pursue a
passive approach to detecting mood in the context of a self-paced training environment with an embedded tutor. We
chose to assess the influence of student state variables (e.g., competency) and student behaviors as predictors of
mood state.
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HYPOTHESES UNDER TEST
Three hypotheses were evaluated in this research. In reviewing the literature, there was little beyond self-report
methods used as indicators of student mood. Given the obtrusiveness of self-reporting methods and concerns that
frequent assessments would interfere with the learning process, we determined to assess passive predictors of mood
and performance, and to test the assumption of mood as a constant during training.
Hypothesis “A”: Mood Prediction
In hypothesis A, we considered predictors of student mood variables. Mood variables were selected as dependent
variables over other affective variables (personality or emotion) based on their duration, influence and cause. Mood
was also selected because of its influence on cognition. Davidson (1994) argued that “emotions bias action, whereas
moods bias cognition” which indicated that mood would likely affect perception and reasoning during learning.
Based on this connection, we considered the importance of accurately predicting mood variables and posed the
following hypothesis: “student state variables (e.g., amount of sleep, energy level, a priori knowledge level and
interest in the topic), student action variables (e.g., mouse movement rates and control-selection rates) and student
performance are predictors of student mood variables”.
Hypothesis “B”: Mood Stability
In hypothesis B, we considered the assumption that mood is relatively constant over moderate periods of time (e.g., a
training session lasting thirty to sixty minutes). We considered the minimum number of mood assessments required
to accurately reflect the student‟s mood and still maintain the continuity of the learning process. Would only one or
two assessments be required or would mood have to be assessed more frequently or even continuously? To
determine stability of mood, we posed the following hypothesis: “student mood variables (pleasure, arousal and
dominance) are generally constant during a 30-60 minute training session”.
Hypothesis “C”: Performance Prediction
In hypothesis C, we considered predictors of student performance and posed the following hypothesis: “student state
variables, student action variables and student mood variables are predictors of student performance”.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Participants
Cadets from the United States Military Academy (USMA) were the target population for this study. The
experimental design focused on the target population with low-moderate competence in tactical combat casualty care
(TC3). One hundred-thirty one (131) cadets participated in the study which produced 124 instances of usable data.
Of the 124 participants, 108 were males (age M = 18.79, SD = 0.98) and 16 were females (age M = 18.38, SD =
0.62). The 124 participants in this study are approximately 17.7% of the available participants in this population.

Experimental Procedure
Our experimental approach is based on a case study which involved instructing cadets about the elements of
hemorrhage control using a multi-media training package called Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TC3). The content
of this study was delivered to the participants via a multimedia presentation on a laptop computer. The study content
included a biographical survey, a TC3 training course, a pre-course and post-course knowledge assessment, a pretraining and a post-training mood assessment, and a TC3 performance assessment. Interactive controls, coaching
strategy logic, timestamp events and automatic recording of each participant‟s interaction and survey data was
accomplished through embedded software. The experimental process is shown in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Experimental Procedure
Student state information (e.g., age, gender, energy level, amount of sleep, first aid experience and interest level in
TC3) was collected through a biographical survey. The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) survey (Lang, 1980) was
administered twice to each participant: once prior to the training course and once again after the completion of the
TC3 performance assessment. Knowledge assessments were administered prior to the delivery of instruction and
after the delivery of instruction.
The training course focused on acquiring knowledge (facts and principles) while the performance assessment
focused on applying knowledge and demonstrating skill through decisions and actions. Figure 6 shows a screen
capture from the performance assessment which is time sensitive as the student must appropriately treat the wounds
within the approximately four minutes for the soldier to bleed out and die.

Figure 6: Screen capture from TC3 performance assessment

RESULTS
Hypothesis “A”: Mood Prediction
We posed the following hypothesis: “student state variables, student action variables (e.g., behaviors) and student
performance are predictors of student mood variables”. We analyzed specific student state and behavior variables
with respect to the three mood variables: pleasure, arousal and dominance.
9

Final pleasure measurements were positively correlated with self-assessed first aid knowledge, Pearson‟s r(124) =
.177, p = .049; TC3 interest level, Pearson‟s r(124) = .178, p = .048; initial pleasure, Pearson‟s r(124) = .272, p =
.002; initial arousal, Pearson‟s r(124) = .194, p = .031; initial dominance, Pearson‟s r(124) = .266, p = .003; final
dominance, Pearson‟s r(124) = .541, p < .001; control selection rate, Pearson‟s r(124) = -.182, p = .043; and
performance, Pearson‟s r(124) = .177, p = .012.
Final arousal measurements were positively correlated with initial pleasure, Pearson‟s r(124) = .352, p < .001; and
initial arousal, Pearson‟s r(124) = .507, p < .001.
Final dominance measurements were positively correlated with TC3 interest level, Pearson‟s r(124) = .233, p = .009;
initial arousal, Pearson‟s r(124) = .177, p = .049; initial dominance, Pearson‟s r(124) = .578, p < .001; final
pleasure, Pearson‟s r(124) = .541, p < .001; and performance, Pearson‟s r(124) = .393, p < .001.
Examining the significance of the variables and their influence on each mood variable, we developed the models
shown in Tables 1 and 2 via linear regression. Initial pleasure, final dominance and control selection rate explained
a significant portion of variance in final pleasure scores, R2 = .36, F(3, 120) = 22.77, p < .001, d = 0.57. Initial
dominance, control selection rate, performance and final pleasure explained a significant portion of variance in final
dominance scores, R2 = .54, F(4, 119) = 35.23, p < .001, f2 = 1.18. The regression effect sizes (f2) indicated large
effect for both models per Cohen‟s (1992) guidelines.
Table 1: Regression Model of Pleasure

Table 2: Regression Model of Dominance

Hypothesis “B”: Mood Stability
We posed the hypothesis: “student mood variables (pleasure, arousal and dominance) are generally constant during
a 30-60 minute training session”. A non-directional student‟s t-Test (α = .05) was used to compare the participant‟s
mood measurements at the beginning and end of the experiment. This comparison revealed a statistically reliable
difference between initial (M = 6.03, SD = 1.22) and final (M = 5.36, SD = 1.63) pleasure measurements, t = 1.98, p
< .01, d = .47; and a statistically reliable difference between initial (M = 4.05, SD = 1.74) and final (M = 5.28, SD =
1.64) arousal measurements, t = 1.98, p < .01, d = .73. For dominance, there was no statistically reliable difference
between initial and final measurements.
This indicates that our assumption that mood variables remain constant during a 30-60 minute training session are
not supported for pleasure and arousal variables, but may be valid for the dominance variable. The effect sizes
(Cohen‟s d) indicated the research environment had medium effect for pleasure and a large effect for arousal per
Cohen‟s (1992) guidelines.
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Hypothesis “C”: Performance
We posed the following hypothesis: “student state variables, student action variables and student mood variables are
predictors of student performance”. We analyzed specific student state, behavior and mood variables with respect to
student performance. Performance measurements were positively correlated with initial dominance, Pearson‟s r(124)
= .289, p = .001; final pleasure, Pearson‟s r(124) = .224, p = .012; final dominance, Pearson‟s r(124) = .393, p <
.001; and mouse movement rate, Pearson‟s r(124) = .251, p = .005.
Examining the significance of the variables and their influence on performance, we developed the model shown in
Table 3 via linear regression. Initial dominance, mouse movement rate and final knowledge scores explained a
significant portion of variance in performance scores, R2 = .23, F(3, 120) = 11.96, p < .001, f2 = 0.30. The regression
effect size (f2) indicated moderate to large effect per Cohen‟s (1992) guidelines.
Table 3: Regression Model of Performance

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This research examined whether mood could be passively predicted, whether mood could be considered as a constant
and the relationship of mood and other student variables were predictors of performance. The objective was to
discover relationships that could expand the capability of ITS student models.
Predictive models of pleasure and dominance were developed via regression analysis. Although it was expected that
mouse movement and control selection rates would be direct indicators of arousal, there were no reliable predictors
of arousal generated during our experimentation.
Mood, which we expected to be stable over the course of a 30-60 minute training session, was significantly different
for pleasure and arousal while student‟s dominance was relatively unaffected by their experience in the training
research environment. Pleasure, arousal and dominance changed by an average of -25%, 58% and 18% respectively.
The significant changes in pleasure and arousal may be directly connected to the tactical combat casualty care
scenario that the students were exposed to during the experiment.
While we did discover reliable predictors of performance, we were surprised that previous experience, training and
topic interest were not among those predictors of performance. Experience and training were used as indicators of
competence in our adaptive training model. Given the generally low competence level of the sample population, we
should have predicted that these variables would not be reliable predictors of performance.
Additional research is needed to fully validate the full adaptive tutoring model discussed herein, but relevant results
in predicting future mood states (pleasure and dominance) were realized along with significant predictors of
performance. A regression model of future pleasure and dominance states was developed that relied upon few
predictors (3 for pleasure and 4 for dominance). A regression model of performance was developed and includes
only 3 predictors to account for 23% of the variance in performance. This finding passes the “common sense” test as
demonstrated by: high initial dominance which was an indicator of trainee comfort level in working in a new domain
and resulted in higher performance scores; high mouse movement rates which indicated a comfort level in working
quickly with the user interface; and high final knowledge scores which indicated that the trainee‟s absorbed the
lessons and were ready to apply them in the performance assessment test. The findings in this paper also confirmed
findings of Davidson (1994) by linking mood to performance outcomes.
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The experimental results reviewed in this article provide much needed production rules to support intelligent tutor
instructional strategy decision-making based on student mood attributes and other variables of interest whereas other
similar work is focused either on cognitive attributes and/or emotions. Mood was chosen based on its duration which
is similar in length (30-60 minutes) as many training sessions. In contrast emotional states may only last a few
minutes. Production rules based on mood afford the tutoring system the opportunity to assess and update mood state
much less often than production rules based on emotional states.
The results discussed herein are significant in that they were drawn from a significant sample size (power > 0.99).
The application of the algorithms developed and discussed in this paper will allow for more accurate classification of
student mood and thereby allow computer-based tutors to optimally match instruction (challenge level, flow and
feedback) to the student‟s affective and cognitive needs. This will improve the learning effectiveness of computerbased tutors so they may successfully substitute for more observant human tutors.
While statistically relevant relationships were discovered in an experimental context, the models discussed herein
will ultimately be deployed as part of a learning system that integrates and evaluates multiple learning variables.
How these results operate as part of a learning system is yet to be determined by empirical evaluations over the long
term, but their application in tutors has already begun. Additional unobtrusive methods are being evaluated.
The authors recommend that research be undertaken to develop a more robust model of the “affective sensingassessment-instructional strategy selection” process. Additional low-cost, passive sensing techniques should be
evaluated on a variety of learning and even mobile learning platforms to push the limits of student modeling and
instructional strategy selection. We see another research challenge in the sensing of multiple, simultaneous emotions
and we also recommend the continued evaluation of techniques to assess performance, beliefs and competency. We
also see the need to enhance predictive models through more continuous measures vice limited discrete measures at
the beginning and end of key events. Finally, we see the need for a standard set of instructional strategies that are
topic independent so they can be implemented across intelligent tutoring systems.
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